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Do you know the meaning of your name?
Can you say it out loud? Say first your name and then its meaning.

Most of our names (perhaps all our names) have a meaning. We might not know it, but they have. For
instance:

Carl. It is of Old German origin. And it means "free man".

Marianne is of French origin. A blend of Marie (Latin) "star of the sea" and Anne (Hebrew) "grace".

Adam. It is of Hebrew origin, and its meaning is "earth". From "adama", from earth.

Lila is of Arabic origin, and it means "night".

Terry. It is of Old German origin, and its meaning is "power of the tribe".

Federico. It is of Spanish and Italian origin, and its meaning is "peaceful ruler".

Lucy. It is of Latin origin, and its meaning is "light".

Jonathan. It is of Hebrew origin, and its meaning is "gift of God".

Ana. It is of Hebrew origin, and its meaning is "favored grace"

Vivian (Vivienne). It is of Latin origin, and it means "lively".

Valerie. Latin origen "valeria" and it means "strong, healthy".

Sam is a nickname of Samuel. Samuel is of Hebrew origin, and its meaning is "God heard"

Margot. It's origin is French; it derives from Margaret which is of Greek origin, and means "pearl".

Ray is of English origin, but it is a derivation of Raymond which is of Old German origin, and its meaning is
"protecting hands".

Does the meaning of your name say who you are?

Our names many times carry the meanings of what our parents dream for us, wish to us. The baby girl born to
Kennedy and Monica in late December is called Sophia Christiamora. Sophia means wisdom and
Christiamora, the love of Christ. It is the wish of Kenney and Monica that Sophia becomes more and more an
expression of the love of Christ.

Although we grow to become individuals who, most of the times, do not correspond to our parents'
expectations and sometimes apart from them completely, our names still carry their wishes, dreams, and sense
of aesthetics. But there are cases in which names are changed. Would you prefer to change your name? Or
perhaps give a different meaning to it?
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In the history of the church tells there was the practice of changing names at baptism. Sometimes this was an
ordinary custom. Sometimes it was taking away that quote pagan name and giving the person a quote
Christian name, which usually meant a name from the west. Sometimes names were changed when people
were confirmed. Maki, are you ready to be called Agape? Amrita, what about Fides? Rachita, what about
Anastasia? Paulo, are you ready to be called Peter? Well, in Paulo's case it doesn't work. Do you know why?
Because Paulo is already a Biblical name.

Is the name you use now given by your parents at your birth or given at your baptism? How many of us have a
name given at our birth and another at our baptism?

Whether we preserve our original names or have them changed for any reason, God knows all our names. The
reading from Isaiah says, 'I have called you by name, you are mine.' Although this text is written in a
completely different context, I want to affirm that at least this verse applies to all of us; whatever names we
have, whatever meaning they carry. God knows us and we belong to God. Whether we are facing distress or
desperation, whether our hope is at its limit or not, whether the person we are being at this moment causes
disappointment to ourselves, God says, 'I have called you by name, you are mine.'

I would like to invite you to say your name, and after saying it, to repeat the words of the prophet 'I have
called you by name, you are mine.' I would like to invite you to close your eyes, and repeat this three times.

In this day, when we celebrate the baptism of Jesus, we are invited to remember that our names are written in
the heart of God.

I will finish with parts of a poem by Kathy Galloway entitled 'The dream of learning our true name'. I adapted
the poem to include men.
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